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Choco and Mimi are best friends in eighth grade, but their friendship is put to the test when Choco develops a crush on Ando, the new boy in class.
After all this time — you can’t say it first! Despite the almost-kiss incident, the sleeping-on-Nanami-at-lunch incident, and the waking-up-in-the-same-bed
incident, Nanami still has no idea if Kyouhei has a thing for her—or not. And it’s driving Nanami crazy! But since they’re alone together for the
weekend…this may just be the perfect chance for Nanami to find out how Kyouhei really feels…!
It's 1952 and the Scott family has just moved from Los Angeles to London. Here, fourteen-year-old Janie meets a mysterious apothecary and his son,
Benjamin Burrows - a fascinating boy who's not afraid to stand up to authority and dreams of becoming a spy. When Benjamin's father is kidnapped, Janie
and Benjamin must uncover the secrets of the apothecary's sacred book, the Pharmacopoeia, in order to find him, all while keeping it out of the hands of
their enemies - Russian spies in possession of nuclear weapons. Discovering and testing potions they never believed could exist, Janie and Benjamin
embark on a dangerous race to save the apothecary and prevent impending disaster. Together with Ian Schoenherr's breathtaking illustrations, this is a truly
stunning package from cover to cover.
An irresistibly cute, fantastically funny, fashion-forward comic All Ages. Reads R to L (Japanese Style) Mimi is intrigued by spooky stories of a nearby
haunted place, while Choco finds talking to her crush Ando scary enough! More heart-thumping escapads with the whole gang!
Read R to L (Japanese Style). Choco's crush Ando has a new friend who Mimi thinks looks like a prince! And Ando's new music buddy is a pretty girl! Do
Mumu and Choco have new rivals?! More friends, more fashion and more laughs! An irresistibly cute, fantastically funny, fashion-forward comic.
This is the great era of gourmet food! And only Toriko can hunt down the ferocious ingredients that supply the world's best restaurants. As a Gourmet
Hunter, Toriko tracks and defeats the tastiest and most dangerous animals with his bare hands. But has he met his match with an eight-legged alligator the
size of a tank? -- VIZ Media
The author, a manga artist, recounts how she decided in 2003 to wear a kimono in everyday life as often as she could, and describes her collection and
personal designs, in a book that also offers interviews and short manga pieces.
DESTINED TO DANCE Homely and shy, Himé is burdened by the name her mother gave her, "Princess." Wanting nothing more than to be unnoticed and
live a modest life, Himé gets a jolt of inspiration when she tries a dance class where she meets Tango. Her teacher/dance partner, Tango happens to also be
her classmate at school. Unfortunately, Tango is desperate to keep his ballroom dancing a secret, believing it will ruin his cool image if anyone at school
finds out. Will Tango quit teaching Himé in order to keep his secret or will he be the partner Himé believes he’s destined to be?
Tasuku is starting to feel at home at the drop-in center--just in time for him to help a younger student who also hangs out there. Misora Shuji likes to wear
girls’ clothing but is unsure about their gender identity. Will Tasuku’s guidance offer Shuji some clarity or just make things harder?
Nana opens a mysterious diary and out comes Majoko, a sorceress from the Land of Magic who leads her on many wild and marvelous adventures in this
fantastic place.
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